99 Thoughts For Junior Highers: Biblical Truths In Bite-Sized Pieces (Simply For Students)
Life for a typical junior higher is awesome. And hard. And fun. And exciting. And boring. And crazy, right? Basically, it’s a blur of all those things — and more! Junior high truly is a season of ups and downs, of possibilities and confusion, of amazing memories and embarrassing moments. To survive it all, you sometimes just need a little help — or 99 bite-sized bits of help! Mark Oestreicher and Brooklyn Lindsey — youth pastors who’ve worked with people your age for a long, long time — have teamed up to create this insider’s guide for this wild ride. They’ll help as you examine the changes in your life, figure out what you believe, see where God and church fit into the picture, choose how to interact with family and friends, and decide what matters most in life. And you’ll read some true stories about the authors’ own junior high years! 99 Thoughts for Junior Highers will entertain, engage, and encourage you during this crazy season of life!
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**Customer Reviews**

99 Thoughts for Junior Highers by Mark Oestreicher and Brooklyn Lindsay is a fresh and fun new book just FOR your Junior High (and middle school) students that is filled full of 99 huge truths that every Junior Higher needs — broken down into tasty little bite-size pieces. Each of the 99 thoughts contained in this book is a basic and essential truth that every young teen needs to understand. No word or space was wasted in this very short, easy-to-read 133 page book. Written with an absolute
heart for Junior Highers, as each thought will be sure to speak love and truth into the life of it's young teen readers. The book is broken down into 11 chapters with 7-10 thoughts in each, covering the full range of topics connected to the life of a Junior Higher. From identity to body change to topics of faith and of course some wisdom on the opposite sex, I can not honestly think of anything that was not covered. In addition to the great ideas and instruction, each section ends with a personal, real-life story from either Brooklyn or Marko from their own Junior High years, that makes this already well written book even more personal. I am sure Marko, Brooklyn and many of the rest of us working with 6th-8th graders in our ministry will agree with me when I say, I wish there was a book like this when I was going through these years. Working with this age exclusively, I know how hard my 6th-8th students struggle and the questions I process with them on daily basis. This is a book that is going to be SO valuable to them, but also to anyone working with or in the life of young teens. It is an easy hand-off, a tool to use in discipleship, and just an all-around great resource to have.
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